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Our appreciation must be expressed to Jan Fourie who kindly gave us permission

to use his photograph of the Buffalo Weaver for reference purposes.

This Annual Report is printed on 100% recycled paper

Each year ourAnnual Report has embraced a theme either of flora

or fauna and this year is no exception. We are pleased to

introduce “The Little Big Five” as this year's theme, namely the

elephant shrew, ant lion, rhinoceros beetle, buffalo weaver and

leopard tortoise.

All small yet significant creatures in the animal kingdom, each of

who play an important and vital role in the eco-system.

We too firmly believe that we have a vital role to play by providing

consumers with an independent, efficient and cost-effective

complaints resolution mechanism and trust that this Report will

bear testimony to our beliefs.
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Last year I reported that the office would have to apply for a license in terms of the FSOS Act in order

to continue operating as an Ombudsman scheme. The regulations setting out the procedure for the

applications were finally published giving the office very little notice for submitting our application.

However our application was completed and submitted before the due deadline. I accompanied the

Ombudsman HelmVan Zijl and company secretary HendrikViljoen to appear before the FSOS Council

in support of our application. It gives me great pleasure to report that the office was granted

recognition and could therefore continue its very necessary operational function of providing

consumers with an effective and efficient dispute resolution mechanism.

2006 was a very busy year due to the increase in complaints with the office receiving 7 187 (24,8%

increase on the 2005 figure of 5 756) formal complaints for the year. With this increase in workload,the

office appointed only one additionalAssistant Ombudsman (EditeTeixeira-Mckinon) which shows that

the Ombudsman and his team worked extremely efficiently at improving productivity. It is perceived

that this increase in complaints was a result of all insurers giving the Ombudsman's contact details on

letters of rejection as well as a concentrated effort by the Ombudsman in using all forms of exposure in

the media to promote knowledge of the office's activities. Another possible explanation for this

substantial increase could be due to market related forces tightening the profit margins of insurers.

Due to this substantial increase in complaints, the office recovered R67 377 615 for consumers for the

year. This is again a record and constitutes a 48.9% increase on the R45 231 690 recovered in 2005.

I would very much like to congratulate the Ombudsman and his team for their stalwart efforts in

helping consumers to recover money which otherwise might have been denied to them.

This was the last year of Helm van Zijl's term of office as Ombudsman. He has certainly left his mark as

a successful and responsible Ombudsman leading his team to great success. We thank him for his

professional skills, enthusiasm and drive in taking this office forward into what could be an even more

challenging era. We wish him much happiness in his retirement in CapeTown. On behalf of the Board

I would like to thank every member of the Ombudsman's team for their continued dedication in making

this ombudsman's office a benchmark to similar offices around the world. I would also like to thank the

members of the Board for their support and loyalty to the vision and purpose of this Ombudsman's

office.

ISABEL JONES

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

Buffalo Weaver
BuffaloWeavers are social,noisy birds that build messy nests in the

branches of tall trees. They favour open colonies.



Helm van Zijl

Ombudsman

“Now, here, you see, it

takes all the running you

can do to keep in the same

place. If you want to get

somewhere else you must

run twice as fast as that!”

Lewis Carroll
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Elephant Shrew
Perhaps the most mystical creature of “the little big five” the

elephant shrew lives in arid lowlands and feeds on insects, fruit,

nuts and seeds. Its elongated snout determining its name.

Milestones for 2006

A superb communication system.

A competent staff.

Co-operation.

Number of complaints received increases by 24.8 %

2006 sees the highest amount of money being recovered on behalf of

complainants

Office maintains an excellent turnaround time to handle complaints

•

•

•

2006 represents my fifth and final year as Ombudsman. During the period under review, we received

more complaints than ever before, recovered more money for complainants and still maintained an

excellent turn-around time for resolving complaints. From May 2006 the jurisdiction of our Office was

expanded to include Commercial disputes and we were officially recognised by the Financial Services

Ombud Schemes Council as a Voluntary Scheme in terms of the Financial Services Ombud Schemes

Act 2004.

The total number of complaints received was 9 778 which fall into two categories i.e.:

• Formal complaints arising out of a rejected claim and other Insurance related complaints (7 187);

and

• The balance are designated preliminary complaints (2 591) and these include, inter alia, matters

involving enquiries, alleged poor service by Insurers, matters outside our jurisdiction including

referrals to other Ombudsmen, and other consumer bodies. Interestingly, even complaints

falling under this heading resulted in complainants benefiting to the extent of R10,695,988.21.

In 2006 we recovered R67,377,615 on behalf of complainants. This is the highest amount recovered by

this Office in any one year.

Internationally this is the most important yardstick to measure the effectiveness of an Ombudsman

Scheme. When I started five years ago, I set my goal at 90 working days as the average turnaround time

per complaint and this past year we took 87 days. As I have stated before,a quick turnaround time can

only be achieved if you have the following:

A number of complainants have access to the Internet

and obviously with regard to Insurers, most of our communication is via the Internet.

I am very fortunate in having experienced,competent staff who are able to

sort the wheat from the chaff in double-quick time.

The insurance industry has certainly co-operated to resolve complaints in a

reduced time period. Insurers can check out exactly what is the status of a particular claim at any

time by visiting our website. The majority of insurers are equally anxious to resolve a complaint

with the minimum of delay.



Office is officially recognised under the Financial

Services Ombud Schemes Act 2004

Applying the Principle of Equity

No Rulings necessary in 2006

Overturn rate

MotorWarranty Policies

Personal Lines Underwriting Managers

Industry Matters

I am pleased to report that during the period under review

our Office was officially recognised by the Financial Services

Ombud Schemes Council as aVoluntary Scheme in terms of

Section 11 (4) (a) of the aforesaid Act.

The majority of Insurers apply equity,which is crystallised

by two stepping-stones,i.e.:

• is the breach of the policy condition material to

the loss?; and

• has the Insurer suffered any prejudice by virtue of

breach of the policy terms or conditions?

A number of Insurers overturn a rejection of a claim as soon as the complaint is received from this

Office. Unfortunately there is still a section of underwriting managers doing personal lines business

who look for the slightest reason to reject a claim and who have considerable difficulty in appreciating

the concept of equity.

Although this Office has the power to make a binding Ruling against an Insurer (with no right of appeal),

I am pleased to report that it was not necessary to make a single Ruling this past year.

The overturn rate of rejected claims was 33.16% which is on a par with the Ombudsman Scheme in the

United Kingdom. Sadly, a number of complainants are the authors of their own misfortune, for

example,by ignoring clear policy conditions,omitting to refer to a claims history when taking out new

insurance or deliberately inflating a burglary claim.

In my previous Annual Report I expressed my concern regarding underwriting managers who issue

Motor Warranty policies, together with the aid of car salesmen. To their credit, most of the

underwriting managers who issue these policies have consulted with me and as a result there is a far

better application of equity and the policies are much clearer as to what is covered and what is not

covered.

Whilst I accept that underwriting managers are necessary in the case of specialised insurance e.g.

professional indemnity, aviation and marine, I am concerned about the plethora of underwriting
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managers in the personal lines insurance market. According to the Insurance Act, an underwriting

manager should not deal with the public, but this constitutes no problem to certain underwriting

managers who double-up as brokers. When a claim subsequently arises, this underwriting manager

would also then reject the claim. It is an unhealthy situation when you have broker, underwriter and

claims handler all in one person. Not surprisingly, a number of complaints received by this Office arise

from the rejection of a claim by such underwriting manager.

During this past year I was one of the four Consumer Directors appointed to the Board of Directors

for the Banking Ombudsman and I also continued to serve as Chairman of one of the disciplinary

committees of the Estate Agency Affairs Board. Paul van Onselen, Assistant Ombudsman continues

to serve on the Consumer Education Committee of the South African Insurance Association (SAIA)

and Hendrik Viljoen, Assistant Ombudsman has served on ad hoc committees of SAIA.

During this past year I appeared on a number of television and radio interviews, which has raised the

profile of this Office. During these interviews I advised consumers of the pitfalls and steps to be taken

to avoid the rejection of a claim. I have maintained an open-door policy with a number of consumer

journalists with whom I have co-authored a number of articles or given advice with regard to articles

on short-term insurance. I am indeed grateful to the media for their continued support and publication

of details of this Office.

Because this Office can apply equity and compel an Insurer to dispense with a technical defence, a

number of complaints have been referred to this Office via attorneys. They have certainly proved a

useful channel for complaints.

As from the first of May 2006 the jurisdiction of this Office expanded to include Commercial disputes.

There are however certain limitations i.e. the business must not have a turnover of more than

R8 million per annum and furthermore,the types of claims are limited to assets i.e.essentially the same

types of claims as are handled in Personal Lines insurance. Although we only received 388 new

Commercial matters (3% of total complaints received), the impact upon the industry has been far

reaching. In 3 claims this Office persuaded Insurers to admit claims that had previously been rejected

because the driver at the time of the loss did not have a Public Driving Permit. This Office successfully

argued that the lack of a Public Driving Permit in certain circumstances was not material to the loss.

Because each case is looked at on its own particulars and merits, complainants cannot presume that in

all cases where a driver does not have a Public Driving Permit that this Office will support their

complaints.

Participation on Industry Committees

Media

Referal of complaints via attorneys

Expansion of jurisdiction to include commercial disputes

ConsumerAwareness and Education
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Ombudsman's Briefcase

Office receives an award from Department of

Trade and Industry in recognition of our

contribution to excellence in the protection and

maintenance of consumer rights in SouthAfrica

Interaction with Ombudsmen,both locally and abroad

Staff Matters

We send out via the Internet a quarterly newsletter which,inter

alia, contains a number of cases in which the industry had been

wrong in its rejection of a claim. This newsletter is widely

circulated in the industry and serves as an excellent

educational tool. In addition, our website has been

considerably improved thus enabling Insurers to monitor on

our website the number of outstanding claims for each

Insurer.

During 2006 I am delighted to report that the Office

received an award from the Department of Trade and

Industry in the Organisational Champion category “in recognition of your contribution to

excellence in the protection and maintenance of consumer rights in SouthAfrica” an achievement we

are very proud of.

The Office has concluded a formal agreement with the FAIS Ombud, Charles Pillai. We continue to

have a most cordial relationship with the FAIS Ombud and we in fact receive a number of complaints

from the FAIS Ombud's Office,which were initially submitted to that Office. Likewise, this Office has

sent a number of complaints to the FAIS Ombud where there has been negligence / mis-selling on the

part of the part of an intermediary / broker. This Office also interacts regularly with the Office for the

Banking Ombudsman as well as the Long-Term Insurance Ombudsman. Because of the excellent

relationship with the various Ombudsmen, consumer complaints are easily directed to the correct

party to finalise the complaint.

During August 2006 I attended an International Financial Ombudsman's Conference in Sanctuary

Cove, Gold Coast, Australia, where I once again met with a number of Ombudsmen from European

and Commonwealth countries (including India and Papua New Guinea) as well as from theAsian Bloc.

George Murphy, Banking Ombudsman for Ireland, strongly suggested that a Voluntary Ombudsman

Scheme should be retained as long as possible because of the good relationship which is maintained

with the industry. The moment the scheme becomes a statutory one, there is a change in the attitude

of the industry and to the detriment of the consumer.

During this past year the staff increased to twenty-one. With the addition of EditeTeixeira-McKinon as

an Assistant Ombudsman we now have a total of six Deputy/Assistant Ombudsmen. The

administrative functions of the Office have also increased phenomenally and we have accordingly

appointed Miriam Matabane as Operations Manager.
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Appreciation

I am most appreciative of the tremendous support I have received from Isabel Jones, the Chairman of

the Board and from Board Members. I lastly wish to express my appreciation for the support I have

received from my staff, each one of whom is dedicated and hard-working and it was a joy to have

worked in such a friendly and co-operative atmosphere these past five years. I wish the Office and my

successor, Brian Martin, all the very best in going forward.

HELM VAN ZIJL

OMBUDSMAN FOR SHORT-TERM INSURANCE
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Case Studies where the insurer was wrong

Use of vehicle Use of vehicle at time of loss of critical importance

Over-zealous application of“pre-existing conditions” exclusion

Failure to provide full policy wording

C a s e Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Whilst the Insured was on his way to visit his daughter who

had recently had a baby, he was involved in a collision. The

Insured was a representative of an abattoir company

providing a service to the abattoir and to retailers and

because he was intending to have a meeting after lunch with

business clients,the Insurer rejected the claim as they alleged

that the vehicle had been used for business.

The Ombudsman pointed out to the Insurer that inasmuch

as the Insured was on his way to visit his daughter, the

Insured was using the vehicle for private use at the critical

time of the loss. The Insurer then admitted the claim, but

deducted 15.9% prejudice in premiums because of

business use, but the Ombudsman pointed out that

premiums cannot be deducted even if it is known that the

Insured had used the vehicle for business use, as there was no

cover for business use. The Insurer paid the client in full.

The Insured was part of a group that booked for a trip on the ship to St Helena Island and back. She

purchased a travel insurance policy during June 2005 and about a month later i.e. on 22 July 2005 she

came home and found her daughter had committed suicide. The ship was due to leave 19 days later i.e.

10 August 2005. The Insured twice consulted a psychologist for trauma counselling prior to her

departure on the ship on 10August. The Insured decided to take part in the three-week trip. About a

week after the ship had left CapeTown the Insured broke down and was treated by the doctor on the

ship and who referred her to the doctor on St Helena Island. The Insured duly consulted the doctor on

the Island a few days later. She returned to SouthAfrica on 31August. She claimed a total cost of £65

i.e. £10 for the ship's doctor and £55 for the St Helena doctor. The Insurer rejected the claim on the

ground that the policy excludes pre-existing conditions and mental disorders. It was of the view that

the Insured had been treated for depression prior to the start of her journey.

The Ombudsman pointed out to the Insurer that it was common-cause that the Insured, a nursing

sister did not suffer from any pre-existing condition or mental disorder and that had it not been for her

daughter's suicide she would have been hale and hearty at the commencement of her journey.

Common sense dictates that the Insured was grief-stricken by her daughter's suicide and the mere fact

that she had consulted a psychologist prior to the commencement of the journey did not convert her

grief to a “pre-existing condition or mental disorder”. The Ombudsman concluded that the Insured's

condition was of a temporary nature brought on solely by the tragic event; it did not constitute a“pre-

existing” condition as contemplated by the policy exclusion. The claim was met.

On 16 August 2005 the Insured purchased flight tickets to Australia and on 19 August he purchased

Case Studies where the insurer was wrongCase Studies where the insurer was wrong
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additional insurance cover. Prior to his departure on 28 September 2005 he only received the standard

flyleaf / brochure which set out the schedule of benefits. Prior to the Insured's return he exchanged his

Australian Dollars for Rands at Sydney airport and he then hid R3 030.00 cash in a book on Roses

which was contained in his strong suitcase together with a strong lock. When the Insured collected his

suitcase at Johannesburg International Airport he found the lock broken and the cash missing. The

Insurer rejected the claim for cash, as the policy required that cash be kept on the person or lodged in

safety deposit and not be put in a suitcase. This condition is contained in the master policy wording,

which is referred to in the brochure.

The Ombudsman pointed out to the Insurer that the Insured had not been in possession of the full

policy wording containing the exclusion referred to. The failure to deliver the full policy wording is not

in compliance with Section 47 of the Short-Term Insurance Act No. 53 of 1998. The reference in the

brochure to the master policy wording is not a sufficient compliance with the aforesaid Section. The

Insurer was then persuaded to admit the claim in respect of the loss of cash.

On 1 November 2005 the Insured moved to a brand new townhouse complex. The Insured had moved

into the townhouse complex for security reasons because it has 24-hour security in the complex, a

roaming security guard 24 hours, units had burglar proofing on all opening windows but no security

gates on doors. Units are separated from the road by a 10-foot wall and electric fencing surrounding

the complex. The Insured had security doors as well as an armed response on order but these items

were not available for installation at the time of the burglary,which occurred two weeks later i.e.on 14

November 2005. The Insurer rejected the claim, as the requirement was that all opening windows be

burglar-barred and all the doors leading to the outside be protected by security gates. The intruders

had entered the residence through a door where no security gate was in place.

The Ombudsman requested the Insurer to look at the claim sympathetically having regard to the fact

that the Insured appeared to be a responsible person who had the required additional security

requirements on order which, for understandable reasons, were not installed at the time of the

burglary. The claim was paid in full.

The Insured had attended her brother's funeral in Swaziland and was on her way back home when she

lost control over the vehicle on an icy road. The Insurer rejected the claim on the ground that the

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Security measures not in place when property occupied for first time

Validity of Swaziland driver’s licence

Leopard Tortoise
The Leopard Tortoise gets its name from its shell which is black

and yellow spotted. They like to live in grassland areas in close

proximity to water.



Case Studies where the insured was wrong

Insured was in possession of a valid Swaziland Driver's Licence, but did not have a valid South African

Driver's Licence. The Insured had moved back to SouthAfrica in 1998 and she also had a SouthAfrican

Identity document. According to the law, the Insured had to convert to a South African Driver's

Licence within twelve months of moving back to SouthAfrica.

The Ombudsman established that the conversion of the licence was a mere formality and advised the

Insured accordingly. The licence was duly converted and the claim was settled in the amount of

R81,685.00.

On 25 July 2005 the Insured's house was burgled and a number of items of jewellery including a watch

were stolen. The Insurer admitted the claim and tendered only R28 791.50 on the basis that the

Insurers were not obliged to pay more than one third of the sum insured in respect of the contents for

all items of jewellery which were not specifically insured. The Insurer included the value of a watch

within the one-third jewellery limitation.

The Ombudsman pointed out to the Insurer that a watch is not generally regarded as jewellery and that

the Insured is entitled to payment for the watch in terms of the Householders policy wording and

therefore subject to the overall sum insured.

The claim in the amount of R70 000.00 was admitted accordingly.

On 17 March 2006 the Insured's Driver was unsure whether he was on the correct road and he then

pulled off on the right hand side of a dual carriageway to verify directions. After the telephone call the

Driver entered the road again and whilst still in the right-hand / fast lane the vehicle was struck by a fast

travelling BMW. The Insurer rejected the claim on the grounds that the Driver, at the time of the

accident did not have a Public Driving Permit (PDP).

The Ombudsman pointed out to the Insurer that the Public Driving Permit was not material to the loss

and that to obtain a PDP did not enhance driving skills. With regard to the Insurer's argument that it

was against public policy to settle claims where the Complainant was in breach of the law of the land,

the Ombudsman pointed out that if one were to stick strictly to the letter of the law, very few claims

would be accepted as going through a red traffic light is also against the law. The Insurer conceded that

the materiality of the PDP was not relevant and accordingly agreed to admit the claim.

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

A watch does not fall within definition of jewellery

Materiality of Public Driving Permit (PDP)
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Case Studies where the insured was wrongCase Studies where the insured was wrongCase Studies where the insured was wrong

Golf clubs stolen from canopy of double cab vehicle

Failure by insured to advise of increased risk

Failure to make proper disclosure

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

On Saturday 20 May 2006 the Insured attended his son's

rugby match at a primary school. The Insured left his vehicle

on the pavement in front of the school because there was no

access to the school grounds. During the course of the

morning it started to drizzle and when the Insured went back

to fetch his umbrella he discovered that two golf bags had

been stolen from the canopy of the vehicle. The Insurer

rejected the Insured's claim on the ground that for cover to

operate the“Personal property must be contained in a locked

compartment of the motor vehicle and is not visible to passers

by.”

The Ombudsman agreed with the Insurer that the Insurer was

entitled to maintain its rejection of the claim.

At 03h30 thieves entered the Insured's house atVaalpark through a non-opening window, which had

recently been replaced, and the soft putty was removed from the window-frame. An employee of the

Insured who had been sleeping in the house was woken up and was forced to open the doors and

security gate. The Insurer rejected the Insured's claim for stolen contents on the grounds that the

Insured was busy with building alterations at his premises and he failed to advise his Insurer of this fact.

It is a well-known fact that theft-risk is increased during periods that there are construction activities

on a property and based on the Insured's failure to advise the Insurer hereof the Ombudsman agreed

with the Insurer.

The Insured moved from Polokwane to Meyerton on 4 April 2006. The Insured duly informed her

Insurer of the change of address. About five weeks later the Insured visited friends and when they

returned at 21h30 they found that the back security gate was broken and the door was broken open.

The Insurer rejected the claim on the grounds that the Insured did not provide the Insurer with true

and complete information regarding the new risk address. The Insured's premises were assessed and it

Ant Lion
Often spotted in the bushveld, the ant lion is recognised by its

digging into soft sand to create a trap to catch its prey, ants.
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was found that it did not have neighbours on all the borders of the property and that the back area of

the home was bordered by vacant land. Had the Insured disclosed the correct information,the Insured

would not have qualified for standard cover. The Insurer would not have accepted the risk of insuring

the home contents for theft unless an acceptable alarm was installed.

The Ombudsman agreed with the Insurer that based on the aforesaid facts it was entitled to maintain

its rejection of the claim.

The Insured is a lawyer and had represented his client in court in Elliot. After the session in Court he

was on his way to drop his client off at home inTsolo when the vehicle was damaged in an accident. The

Insurer rejected the claim on the grounds that the vehicle had been insured for private use and at the

time of the accident the vehicle had been used for business,which the Insured confirmed,is on a regular

basis. The Insured had accordingly only paid 75% of the correct premium.

The Ombudsman agreed that based on the facts as stated above the Insurer was entitled to maintain its

rejection of the claim.

The Insured's geyser burst and as a result damage occurred to the Insured building interior e.g.ceilings,

walls and a cupboard. The Insurer whilst admitting the claim charged two excesses i.e.one in respect of

the geyser and a second excess in respect of damage to the interior. The Insured contended that

inasmuch as the bursting of the geyser and resultant water damage was one event that only one excess

should be applied.

The policy was examined and it was confirmed that an excess would apply where there is water damage

following on bursting or overflowing of the geyser and a further excess where there is a claim for

damage to the apparatus itself. The claims were dealt with strictly in accordance with the terms of the

policy and the Insured was advised that the Ombudsman agreed with Insurer.

The Insured's Nissan Sani was stolen in Parkmore, Johannesburg. Although it was conceded by the

Insurer that the vehicle had been fitted with a gear lock the Insurer rejected the claim on the ground

that it was a requirement of the policy that the gear lock had to be aVESA approved gear lock.

The Insured could not produce proof that the gear lock,which had been fitted to the Nissan Sani,was a

Vesa approved gear lock. In the absence of this proof the Ombudsman agreed with the Insurer that it

was entitled to maintain its rejection of the claim.

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Vehicle used for business purposes but cover restricted to private use only

Two excesses payable

Failure to install aVESA gearlock
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Non-disclosure of a material fact

Misrepresentation

Inflation of claim is fatal

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

Case Study

Ombudsman’s response

The Insured's policy incepted on 22 June 2005 and about two months later i.e. on 30August 2005 her

vehicle was stolen. The Insurer rejected the claim as at the time of the Insured applying for insurance

she was asked whether she or her husband, the other driver of the vehicle had experienced any losses

in the previous three years. The Insured had said“No”, and she omitted to disclose an accident which

had occurred slightly more than two years previously i.e. on 4 March 2003 and for which a claim was

lodged.

The Ombudsman agreed with the Insurer that as the Insured had omitted to give details of her previous

claims history, the Insurer was not given the opportunity of correctly underwriting the risk. The

Ombudsman agreed that on these grounds the Insurer was entitled to maintain the rejection of the

claim.

The Insured's property in Pretoria was burgled. The thieves gained entry to the Insured's house

through a burglar-barred window at the back of his house which faces onto a mountain and which is a

bird sanctuary. The thieves then utilised the keys they had found in the kitchen to unlock the kitchen

door through which they exited. The Insurer rejected the claim on the grounds that there were no

security gates on all the doors.

The Insurer confirmed to the Ombudsman that the Insured had misrepresented that all exiting doors

were protected by security gates whereas this was incorrect. The Insurer would not have issued the

policy had they been told of the actual protections in place particularly in view of the situation of the

risk premises. The Ombudsman agreed with the Insurer's decision.

At 09h30 three men persuaded the Insured's Housekeeper that they had been sent to fix a problem

with the Insured's swimming pool. The Housekeeper then allowed the three men to enter the

Insured's property. The men had a look at the pool and then stated that it was an electrical problem and

they needed to have a look at the main board inside the house. As the men went inside the house they

overpowered the Housekeeper and tied her up. They pulled their vehicle into the garage and loaded

whatever they wanted and left. They stole goods to the value in excess of R100 000. The Insurer

rejected the claim on the grounds that the Insured had committed fraud. The Insured had, inter alia

claimed for a Samsung Hi-fi, value R1 500.00 which had been stolen in a previous burglary during

September 2004 and furthermore a Persian Rug was allegedly stolen when it was clearly seen on a

photograph taken by the Insured after the loss.

In light of the two frauds,which had been committed by the Insured, the Ombudsman agreed with the

Insurer that it was entitled to maintain its rejection of the claim.
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Statistics Letters of AppreciationStatistics

Average Days to resolve complaints

2006 2005 2004 2003

87 days (86.67)

120

110

100

90

80

70

60

86 days 85 days

110 days

Total Files Closed

2006 2005 2004 2003

6 6327 000

6 000

5 000

4 000

3 000

2 000

1 000

5 965

4 983

4 457

Formal Complaints Received

2006 2005 2004 2003

7 187
7 000

6 000

5 000

4 000

3 000

2 000

1 000

5 756
5 435

4 351

Money recovered for complainants

2006 2005 2004 2003

R67,377,615.00R70, 000,000.00

R60,000,000.00

R50,000,000.00

R40,000,000.00

R30,000,000.00

R20,000,000.00

R10,000,000.00

R45,231,689.60

R40,400,047.66

R22,000,000.00

Type of Complaints

Motor

Miscellaneous

(cell phone, travel,

disability, etc.)

Homeowners

Householders

Commercial

65%

13%

4%

3%

15%
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“I would like to thank you for the good work that you have done. This matter is now heading to

finality. It is really unbelievable that a free service like this could procure such a wonderful

outcome. I am really indebted to you guys. May the good work that has been done for me be done to

other fellow South Africans.”

“I just want to thank you for the assistance from your side to persuade the insurer to settle my claim.

I really appreciate your help and assistance in this matter. Now at last I can have my computer

repaired and what a relief it will be to have a working computer again!”

“I would like to thank Noa Kraut and yourself and all the people involved in resolving our claim

from the bottom of my heart. Thank you so much for caring and all the untold hours spent in

defending us.”

“My appreciation puts me to shame for all you've done. However please take note, I sincerely thank

you.”

“After I informed my insurer that I was handing over my claim to yourselves, they contacted me after a

long period of ignoring my communications. They requested more documentation and upon receipt they

accepted liability for the claim. I cannot stress enough, how important your organisation is to the

general public. Your work is of the utmost importance to the “man in the street” and I would like to

send you all my most heart felt praise for standing by “the little man” who has no other recourse.”

“I would like to thank you and all those involved in settling this matter and I commend the Ombudsman

for getting it done expediently, despite the work-load and scarcity of staff. Please let all who were

involved know how grateful we are.”

S. Dlamini

J.H. van H. Nell

L. & T. Janse van Rensburg

R. Moloto

L. Payne

L. Green

Rhinoceros Beetle
The Rhinoceros Beetle is one of the largest beetles in SouthAfrica

and is characteristic of its namesake,with a prominent horn on its

head.
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“Thank you for the excellent service you have rendered to me and my family with regard to our

complaint. I hate to even think of how we would've managed without your assistance. Although the

insurer did not pay the full amount owed, they have paid a portion and I'm very thankful for it. This

would not have transpired without your input. I don't know how to thank you for your excellent, highly

appreciated service.”

“I do not have words to express how happy I am and I could only tell you that I am indebted to you

and those you work with to be as shining as you are at my own work environment.”

“Although my confidence in the short-term insurance industry has been irrevocably shaken, my

confidence in the purpose, effectiveness and fairness of the Office of the Ombudsman for Short-

Term Insurance more than compensates.”

“May I place on record my sincere appreciation and thanks to your office for positively resolving my

case. It is very encouraging to know that the layperson can be helped by your competent office and

have restored my faith in fair and just resolution of claims.”

“I just want to thank you for your commitment and loyalty on your job. I say keep it up Ombudsman.

Let the flag of Ombudsman fly higher than others. Well done!”

“Thank you for the fax, I have received it and accept the settlement and am very happy that it ended this

way, me having my car and now having cash to buy another car radio. I thank the Ombudsman sincerely for

the assistance and your time you spent on resolving this matter. Thank you"

“This is awesome news, please forward my thanks to Mr. van Zijl for everything he has done for me it is

greatly appreciated"

K. Ganief

L.W. Mbewu

S. Manuel

N.G. Munsamy

G.A. Jongani

J.N.Neuman

A.Maharaj

The Team
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Jim was educated at Springs Boys High School and

joined the insurance sector in 1955. He has

extensive knowledge of insurance, having spent his

entire working career in the sector. After retiring

as General Manager of a major insurer in 1996, he

joined the Ombudsman's Office as Deputy

Ombudsman.

Hendrik obtained the degrees B Juris LLB from the

Potchefstroom University and then started his

career at the MMF. He later joined a short-term

insurer as a claims supervisor and then claims

manager. He joined the Ombudsman's office in

1999 and completed his LLM degree (specialising in

insurance law) in 2002 with UNISA.

Naresh obtained the BComm LLB degrees from

the University of the Witwatersrand and the LLM

degree in 2005 with UNISA. He practised as an

Attorney before joining a short-term insurer in a

legal advisory capacity. He joined the

Ombudsman’s office in 2000.

Most rewarding aspect of your job:

Advice to consumers:

Most rewarding aspect of your job:

Advice to consumers:

Most rewarding aspect of the job:

Advice to consumers:

“Being able to mediate issues between the consumer

and insurer.”

“Read your policy!”

“The ability to intervene in a dispute and make a

difference where circumstances permit.”

“Listen carefully to the questions posed by an insurer

when taking out a policy. If you are uncertain as to

what information or details are expected of you, rather

not answer but ask questions and request clarity. Find

out what details are required and furnish these to the

insurer at a later stage.”

“The intellectual challenge of a complicated matter and

being able to help people in need.”

“Remember our number when you have a problem with

your insurer,its 086 0 726 890.”

The TeamThe TeamThe Team

Jim McIntosh

Deputy Ombudsman

HendrikViljoen

Assistant Ombudsman

NareshTulsie

Assistant Ombudsman
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Noà was educated at King David High School and

obtained a BA LLB from the University of the

Witwatersrand. She worked in a legal practice for

five years and in the legal department of a short-

term insurer for seven years, before joining the

Ombudsman's office.

Paul was educated at St. Johns College in

Johannesburg. He completed his B.Proc law degree

at the University of Natal and was admitted as an

attorney in 2001. He worked for a short-term

insurer for six years before joining the

Ombudsman's office.

Edite hails from Kwazulu Natal and completed her

BA and LLB at the University of Natal. She has

worked for several short-term insurers before

joining the Ombudsman's Office. She was admitted

as an attorney in 1993.

Most rewarding aspect of the job:

Advice to Consumers:

Most rewarding aspect of the job:

Advice to consumers:

Most rewarding aspect of your job:

Advice to consumers:

“Making a difference to the lives of ordinary people who

feel that they are up against the might of a huge

corporation”.

“Tell the truth and read your contract”

“Being able to assist a complainant where his/her claim

has been wrongfully rejected.”

“Read your policy terms and conditions.”

“Getting complaints resolved and then receiving a thank

you from the complainant.”

“Be open and honest,disclose as much as possible when

answering questions.”

The Team

Noà Kraut

Assistant Ombudsman

Paul van Onselen

Assistant Ombudsman

EditeTeixeira-

McKinon

Assistant Ombudsman
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Miriam has a BComm degree and Higher Education

Diploma. After completing her articles, she

worked at Dimension Data Telecommunication as

an Assistant Accountant, following which she

joined Standard Bank: Stanbic Africa as a Financial

Controller and then ECIAfrica Consulting as a

Project Accountant. She joined the Ombudsman's

Office in 2006.

Azeht grew up in Despatch where she attended

Hoerskool Despatch. Before joining the

Ombudsman's Office she worked at the South

African Insurance Association, Midrand Campus,

AMK Technologies and WT Clothing in a financial

capacity.

Anastatia completed her B. Proc law degree at

Vista University. She also attended the School for

Legal Practice in 2000 and has obtained a

Certificate inTrialAdvocacy with the Black Lawyers

Association.

Most rewarding aspect of your job:

Advice to consumers:

Most rewarding aspect of your job:

Advice to consumers:

Most rewarding aspect of your job:

Advice to consumers:

"As Operations Manager I oversee all operational

functions and I would say the most rewarding aspect of

my job is our staff. I believe that a diverse workforce

makes a difference. It is important that we encourage

personal growth so that we work in an environment that

emphasises challenge and collaboration through team

driven initiatives”

"Be honest and disclose all relevant information and

understand the contents of your policy”

“Assisting people by advising them on issues they do not

understand about short-term insurance.”

“To familiarise themselves with the terms and

conditions of the contract and that honesty is the best

principle when taking out insurance and when

claiming.”

“To be part of an organisation for whom this office is

their last hope.”

“Read your policy document and make sure that you

understand the terms and conditions.”

Miriam

Matabane

Operations Manager

Azeht du Plessis

Office Manager and

Bookkeeper

Anastatia

Ngidi-Mkhwanazi

Complainant Liaison Officer



Terms of ReferenceTerms of ReferenceTerms of Reference

1.

2.

3.

PREAMBLE

DEFINITIONS

THE OMBUDSMAN’S POWERSAND DUTIES

1.1 The Ombudsman is appointed to serve the interest of the insuring public and all short-term Insurers registered under the Short-term

Insurance Act and including Lloyds. The Ombudsman provides, free of charge, an accessible, informal and speedy dispute resolution

process to Policy Holders who have disputes with their Insurers where those disputes fall within the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction.

1.2 The Ombudsman acts independently and objectively in resolving disputes and is not under instructions from anybody when exercising

his or her authority. The Ombudsman resolves disputes using the criteria of law, equity and fairness. TheseTerms of Reference define

the powers and duties of the Ombudsman.

1.3 The services rendered by the Ombudsman are not the same as those rendered by a professional legal advisor and are confined purely to

resolution in terms of clause 3.1 below or mediation or conciliation in an attempt to settle complaints.

2.1 “the Board”means the Board of Directors of the Ombudsman for Short-term Insurance (Association Incorporated under Section 21);

2.2 “the Complainant”means any Policy Holder who makes a complaint to the Ombudsman in respect of any insurance services provided

by their Insurer;

2.3 “Ruling”means,with respect to a complaint,a written directive issued by the Ombudsman which is binding on the Insurer and which is

based either in law or equity;

2.4 “the Ombudsman”means the Ombudsman for Short-term Insurance appointed from time to time by the Board of the Ombudsman for

Short-term Insurance (Association Incorporated under Section 21);

2.5 “Ombudsman’s office”means the office of the Ombudsman established to perform the functions set out in these terms of reference;

2.6 “Policy”means a short term insurance Policy issued by an Insurer to a Policy Holder;

2.7 “Policy Holder”means the person entitled to be provided with the Policy benefits under a Policy;

2.8 “Insurer”means a short-term insurer registered as such in terms of the Short-term InsuranceAct of 1998;

3.1 The Ombudsman shall:

3.1.1 act within these terms of reference;

3.1.2 receive complaints relating to the provision within the Republic of SouthAfrica of insurance services by an Insurer to a Policy Holder;

3.1.3 resolve such complaints,relating to the provision of insurance services,by agreement or by the making of a ruling or by such other means

as may seem expedient,subject to these terms of reference.

3.2 The Ombudsman should advise the public on the procedure for making a complaint to the Ombudsman’s office and should take such

steps as are reasonably possible conducive to client and industry education and training. The Ombudsman shall in his annual report

referred to in clause 3.9 below provide details of steps taken in this regard.

3.3 On receipt of a complaint in the prescribed format, the Ombudsman will notify the Insurer of the complaint by providing the details of

the complaint to the Insurer, and the Insurer shall then be obliged to give all relevant information and assistance required (including

documentation requested by the Ombudsman) to enable the Ombudsman to assess fully the merits of the complaint.

3.4 During any period in which the Ombudsman is unable to exercise his duties owing to absence,incapacity or death or in a situation where

a conflict of interest may arise,the Board may appoint a deputy or acting Ombudsman to act in place of the Ombudsman.

3.5 The Ombudsman shall have the overall responsibility for the conduct of the day to day administration and business of the Ombudsman’s

office. The Ombudsman may appoint an Administrator to be responsible to him for day to day matters of administration of the

Ombudsman’s office.

3.6 The Ombudsman shall have the power on behalf of the Ombudsman’s office to appoint and dismiss employees, consultants, legal

experts,independent contractors and agents and to determine their salaries,fees,terms of employment or engagement.

3.7 The Ombudsman shall have the power to incur expenditure on behalf of the Ombudsman’s office in accordance with the current

financial budget approved by the Board.

In these terms of reference the following expressions have the following meanings:
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3.8 The Ombudsman shall give the Board any information and assistance which it reasonably requires, including the making of

recommendations to the Board on any issues which the Ombudsman believes requires the Board’s attention.

3.9 The Ombudsman shall publish an annual report on the activities of the office,which shall be published by 30 May of each year. Such

report will be available to the public.

4.1 The Ombudsman shall only consider a complaint made to him if he is satisfied that:

4.1.1 the complaint is not the subject of existing litigation;

4.1.2 the complaint is not the subject of an instruction to an attorney in contemplation of litigation against the relevant Insurer except where

the attorney has simply assisted the Policy Holder in bringing the application to the Ombudsman;

4.1.3 the complaint does not involve a monetary claim in excess of R800 000,but the Insurer concerned may agree in writing to this limitation

being exceeded. This R800 000 limit shall be subject to review on an annual basis;

4.1.4 the complaint is made by a Policy Holder or a duly authorised representative of the Policy Holder to whom or for whom the insurance

services in question were provided;

4.1.5 the complaint relates to any dispute in regard to a Policy and/or any Claim or Claims thereunder or any dispute in regard to insurance

premiums, or any dispute on the legal construction of the Policy wording relating to a particular complaint complying with the

requirements of this clause 4.1;

4.1.6 the Complainant has tried unsuccessfully to resolve the dispute through approaches to the Insurer’s management or its internal

complaints handling section;

4.1.7 the complaint is being pursued reasonably by the Complainant and not in a frivolous, vexatious, offensive, threatening or abusive

manner,as the Ombudsman may decide in his or her sole discretion;

4.1.8 the complaint has not become prescribed in terms of the PrescriptionAct,1969 or any enforceable time bar provisions contained in the

Policy.

4.2 Should a complaint be lodged with the Ombudsman’s office and thereafter the Complainant refers such dispute to an attorney for the

further conduct of the dispute and/or direct correspondence with the Insurer, or for litigation, then the Ombudsman will immediately

withdraw from the matter.

4.3 With the written consent of an Insurer and at his discretion the Ombudsman may investigate a complaint which exceeds his jurisdiction.

4.4 A Complainant may at any time terminate the Ombudsman’s adjudication of the complaint and resort to litigation.

Subject to these terms of reference,the Ombudsman shall have the power to consider a complaint made to him except:

5.1 Where the Ombudsman determines that it is more appropriate that the complaint be dealt with by a court of law or through any other

dispute resolution process;

5.2 Where the matter is already under the consideration by the person appointed to adjudicate disputes in terms of the Financial Advisory

and Intermediary ServicesAct.

6.1 Any enforceable time bar clauses in terms of a Policy shall not run against a Complainant and shall be interrupted during the period that

the complaint is under consideration before the Ombudsman. In particular, the Insurer waives and abandons all or any rights to rely in

subsequent litigation on any time barring provisions in the Policy applying to the commencement of litigation after rejection of a claim,or

after the happening forming the subject of the claim or after notification of the claim. In the event of the complaint being finalised in the

office of the Ombudsman the Complainant shall have 30 (thirty) days or the remaining period of the time bar provision of the relevant

policy, whichever is the longer, within which to institute proceedings against the relevant Insurer, provided however, that the Claim had

not already become time barred in terms of the Policy when the complaint was received by the Ombudsman.

6.2 For the purposes of clause 6.1,the time during which a matter is before the Ombudsman shall (provided that the complaint is accepted

for adjudication) commence on the day that it is lodged with the Ombudsman’s office to the time that the Ombudsman dismisses the

complaint or makes a Ruling.

6.3 Save as may be otherwise provided in any other legislation relating to or governing the Ombudsman, the lodging of any complaint with

the Ombudsman shall in no way affect the running of prescription in terms of the PrescriptionAct,1969 in respect of such complaint.

4.

5.

6.

THE JURISDICTION OFTHE OMBUDSMAN

LIMITS ONTHE JURISDICTION OFTHE OMBUDSMAN

TIME BARRING PROVISIONS
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

RULINGS

POLICY HOLDER/COMPLAINANT’S RIGHTS

PRECEDENTS

CONFIDENTIALITY

COMPLAINTS NOT SETTLED IN DEFINED PERIOD

7.1 When all the material facts are agreed or the facts have been established to the Ombudsman’s satisfaction on a balance of

probabilities,the Ombudsman may make a Ruling.

7.2 Rulings shall be based on the law and equity.

7.3 Where a material fact cannot be established or cannot be resolved on a clear balance of probabilities the Ombudsman may not make a

Ruling. In such cases the Ombudsman shall advise the Complainant that the complaint is not one on which he or she can assist and that

alternative recourse may be sought through the courts.

7.4 Any Ruling made by the Ombudsman shall be binding on the Insurer concerned.

The Policy Holder/Complainant’s rights to institute proceedings in any competent court of law against the Insurer shall not be affected

by any of the provisions of these terms of reference provided that, if the Policy Holder/Complainant institutes proceedings while the

complaint is under investigation by the Ombudsman,the provisions of clause 4.2 shall apply.

Rulings shall not establish any precedent in the Ombudsman’s office.

10.1 The Ombudsman shall as far as possible,maintain secrecy unless the parties concerned expressly exempt him or her from that duty and

the duty shall continue after the termination of his or her services. The duty of secrecy shall not prevent the Ombudsman in his or her

annual report from setting out the facts of any case though he or she shall refrain from mentioning names in his or her report.

10.2 The Insurer and the Complainant shall not be entitled to make use of any information which comes to their knowledge as a result of the

intervention of the Ombudsman during the course of any investigation by him or her.

10.3 A complaint will be regarded as confidential as between the Policy Holder,the Insurer and the Ombudsman and it is for the Ombudsman

to decide what should be disclosed to the Insurer and/or the Policy Holder.

10.4 Documents brought into being as a result of any approach to the Ombudsman shall not be liable to disclosure or be the subject of a

discovery order or subpoena in the event of any legal proceedings between the Complainant and the Insurer.

10.5 The Ombudsman or any member of his staff will not be liable to be subpoenaed to give evidence on the subject of a complaint in any

proceedings.

The Ombudsman shall report to the Board all complaints,which have not been completed in one or way or another within a time, laid

down by the Board. This time period shall initially be set at 6 (six) months calculated from the date that a complaint became an

accepted complaint.

Members & Staff
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MEMBERS OFTHE OMBUDSMAN

MEMBERS OFTHE BOARD

ABSA Insurance Company Limited

AIG South Africa Limited

Auto & General Insurance Limited

Alexander Forbes Group (Pty) Ltd

Alexander Forbes Insurance Company Ltd

Compass Insurance Company Limited

Constantia Insurance Company Limited

Customer Protection Insurance Company Limited

Dial Direct Insurance Company Limited

Emerald Insurance Company Limited

Guardrisk Insurance Company Limited

Hollard Insurance Company Limited

Indequity Specialised Insurance Limited

Lion of Africa Insurance Company Limited (The)

Lloyd’s

McSure Limited (The)

Momentum Short Term Insurance Company Limited

Monarch Insurance Company Limited

MUA Insurance Company

Mutual & Federal Insurance Company Limited

National Insurers Limited

New National Assurance Company Limited

Nedgroup Insurance Company Limited

Nova Risk Insurance Company Limited

Outsurance Insurance Company Limited

Pinnafrica Insurance Company limited

Regent Insurance Company Limited (The)

Relyant Insurance Company Limited

Renasa Insurance Company Limited

RMB Structured Insurance Company Limited

SA Eagle Insurance Company Limited

Safire Insurance Company Limited

Santam Limited

SASRIA Limited

Shoprite Insurance Company Limited

Stanbic Insurance Limited

Unitrans Insurance Company Limited

Unity Insurance Limited

Isabel Jones

Gail Walters

Lillibeth Moolman

Moses Moeletsi

Steve Zietsman

Herman Schoeman

Barry Scott

Jacky Huma

Angela Makwetla

(Chairman)

Consumer journalist

(Vice Chairman)

Head: Corporate Affairs, Hollard Insurance Company Limited

Vice Chairman, South African National Consumer Union

Regulatory Executive, South African Bureau of Standards

Head: Marketing & Communication, Santam Limited

Managing Director, Guardrisk Insurance Company Limited

Chief Executive,The South African Insurance Association

Head: Insurance Compliance, Financial Services Board

Chairman, Makwetla and Associates

STAFF OFTHE OMBUDSMAN
Ombudsman

Deputy Ombudsman

Assistant Ombudsmen

Office Manager & Bookkeeper

Senior Complainant Liaison Officer

Secretarial

Receptionist

Clerical

Helm van Zijl

Jim McIntosh

Hendrik Viljoen

NareshTulsie

Noà Kraut

Paul van Onselen

EditeTexeira-McKinon

Azeht du Plessis

Anastatia Ngidi-Mkhwanazi

Anne-Marie Cijster

Genevieve Ferreira

Zanobia Rassulmia

Mary Tshabalala

Vicki Teulon

Almira Alba

Karinien Kok

Geneve Brophy

Alida Nolten

Madelein Terblanche

Sibongile Gumede

Mavis Mabaso

Operations Manager

Complainant Liaison Officer

Miriam Matebane

Selinah Phakoe
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